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  A woman holds a banner promoting  Taiwanese independence in front of people holding
Republic of China  national flags at a New Year’s Day flag-raising ceremony outside the 
Presidential Office Building in Taipei yesterday.
  Photo: CNA   

Members of the pro-independence Taiwan Radical Wings party were  evicted from a New
Year’s Day ceremony in front of the Presidential  Office Building for waving flags promoting
Taiwanese independence  yesterday, while the party accused the authorities of failing to protect
 free speech.    

  

Party members participating in the ceremony  displayed a “flag of Taiwan” and an
“independence flag,” causing a  confrontation with police.

  

Police officers said that only the  national flag was allowed at the ceremony, and evicted several
party  members and volunteers, while some attendees displaying flags advocating  marriage
equality were allowed to stay.

  

“Is it not the most  typical form of infringement on the freedom of speech that the state  treats
different opinions differently?” the party said in a statement.

  

No  party members were injured, although a telephone was broken during the  eviction, party
deputy publicity director Lin Chun-miao (林春妙) said.

  

The  police did not respond to party members’ accusations that they were  treated unfairly
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compared with equal marriage rights advocates who waved  rainbow flags, Lin said.

  

Citing President Tsai Ing-wen’s (蔡英文)  address after winning the presidential election that
promised “no  citizens have to apologize for their identification,” the party said the  eviction of
people publicly professing their political stance was  counter to the president’s pledge.

  

The Executive Yuan last month  announced Freedom of Expression Day to mark the death of
democracy  activist Deng Nan-jung (鄭南榕), but yesterday’s eviction was a bitter  irony
considering the government’s pledge to ensure the freedom of  speech, the party said.

  

The government has tried to silence the  independence movement by identifying the Republic of
China (ROC) with  Taiwan and vice versa, while the commemoration of Deng’s death with 
Freedom of Expression Day might do away with Deng’s legacy as a 
pro-Taiwanese-independence activist, it said.

  

“As long as Taiwanese independence narratives remain a taboo for the  government, there is no
true freedom of speech in Taiwan. As along as  the Democratic Progressive Party [DPP]
administration does not face the  alien characters of the ROC system, it remains an accomplice
of the  Chinese settler regime,” the party said.

  

Meanwhile, a Changhua  County man held a flag-raising ceremony using China’s national flag 
during which which China’s national anthem was played.

  

Wei  Ming-jen (魏明仁), a former military officer who is now in the construction  business, acquired
a Buddhist temple in the county’s Ershuei Township  (二水) six years ago and converted it into a
“socialism and nationalism  outpost of the People’s Republic of China.”

  

Wei invited “comrades  and unificationists” to join yesterday’s ceremony, with about 200 people 
in attendance, including reporters from China.
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Wei said he is a  Chinese citizen and is working toward Taiwan’s unification with China,  adding
that he burned his Taiwanese identification and Chinese  Nationalist Party (KMT) membership
cards.

  

Changhua County  Commissioner Wei Ming-ku (魏明谷) of the DPP said he has asked police to 
monitor Wei Ming-jen’s networking activities, although it was not  worthwhile to trouble himself
with a person who betrays his nation and  repurposes a temple for political aims.

  

“If he has the courage, he should go and raise the ROC national flag in China,” the
commissioner said.

  

The Mainland Affairs Council said it does not comment on the  political views of individuals,
adding that identification with the ROC  is the most widely accepted political view among
Taiwanese.

  

Additional reporting by Yen Hung-chun and CNA
  
  
  Source: Taipei Times - 2017/01/02
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http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/taiwan/archives/2017/01/02/2003662368

